
Mr Romanov's Garden in the Sky 
By Robert Newton 
Publisher: Penguin 
ISBN 9780143309307  
$17.99 

Lamont Review: 

 
Lexie lives in the commission units with her mum. Since her dad died, her mum is too busy searching for a 
way to make the hurt go away to pay too much attention to Lexie. Left to fend for herself, Lexie makes 
friends with Davey, who also lives in the same block of units. 
 
An unforeseen encounter with an old man on the roof of the buildings has far reaching consequences when 
all three decide to leave and head for Surfers Paradise, a place Lexie has always wanted to visit. So begins a 
journey that will change their lives forever.  
 
Robert Newton is a master storyteller. This book will make you laugh, cry and hope, and you will wish that 
you had friends like Lexie, Davey and Mr Romanov in our lives. The characters are truly wonderful and it is 
the perfect book for Year 7 and 8 students about growing up, accepting who you are, and never judging    
someone by what they look like. Newton takes serious issues and deals with them with a deft touch that will 
make you remember this story long after you have put the book down. 
 
A truly wonderful story, and I fully expect to see this on English text lists for many years to come. 
 
Reviewed by Michelle 

 
 

 

Blurb:  

Living in the commission, Lexie is left to fend for herself. Her mother is mostly absent, out searching 
for something to help her forget the tragic death of Lexie's dad. But then, after witnessing the    
aftermath of a shocking incident, Lexie finds solace in the most unlikely of places - in a troubled old 
man called the Creeper. A chance, life-saving encounter on the commission's roof seeds a friendship 
between the two and when they enlist the help of Lexie's friend Davey, the three set off on an epic 
journey; one that will change their lives and the lives of those around them.  
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Agent Nomad : The Eleventh Hour 
By Skye Melki-Wegner 
Publisher: Random House 
ISBN 9780143780151  
$17.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Natalie was a perfectly normal 15 year old living with her dad in the quiet Mornington Peninsula town of 
Hollingvale. She went to school expecting to sit a maths test but instead she finds out that she has a secret—
Natalie can do magic. 
 
She quickly finds herself with a new code name of Nomad and is suddenly learning all about HELIX, the secret 
organisation tasked with saving humanity from the Inductors. Just for good measure, the Inductors would 
like to kill her because she has a very rare power to be able to see if a person is a sorcerer, known as a      
Witness. 
 
Agent Nomad will appeal to all your fantasy lovers who enjoy magic, adventure and a strong story line. There 
are great characters that are developed as the story unfolds with a few surprise twists to keep you guessing. 
Those of you from Victoria will also notice lots of well known land marks appearing throughout the story. 
 
This is the first title in a series, and I'm sure your students will be eagerly awaiting the next instalment. Will 
be best enjoyed by students in Year 8 and up. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

 
 
 

 

Blurb: 

Natalie Palladino was a normal fifteen-year-old, at a normal school, about to face a normal maths test. Now 
her codename is Nomad, and she's training to become a secret agent for HELIX. No one can know that      
sorcery exists. No one can know that HELIX protects humanity from the Inductors. And no one can know that 
Nomad is a Witness, with a dangerous magical gift. The Inductors are hunting her. If they find her, they will 
kill her. But there's a traitor inside HELIX, and only a Witness can identify them. The problem is, Nomad    
hasn't mastered her powers. She can't levitate, fight or wield magic like her fellow recruits. If she's the only 
hope to stop a sorcerous bomb being detonated, the world is in trouble. The eleventh hour is coming . . .  
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The Things We Promise 
By J.C. Burke 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760290405  
$19.99  

Lamont Review: 
 

This touching story transported me back to a time I had almost forgotten, in the early 1990’s when the AIDS 
epidemic began, and the fear and hysteria that took hold during that time. 
 

This is the story of Gemma in the lead up to a big event, her formal at the end of the year. Although her Dad 
left when confronted by her brother Billy’s homosexuality, Gemma’s life has been relatively normal. Billy is a 
celebrity hairdresser in New York, and everything is going well—he’s even going to come back to Australia to 
style Gemma and her friend for their big night. 
 
But when Billy arrives from New York, things aren’t quite what Gemma expected.  Her family is suddenly 
keeping secrets, and on top of that Billy isn’t well. 
 
As Billy’s health deteriorates Gemma is upset to discover that Saul, Billy’s constant companion, had died 
sometime earlier. And now things aren’t looking good for Billy either... 
 

The Things We Promise looks at how people react to and cope with illness, especially one generating fear and 
uncertainty. 
 

Written by a fabulous Australian award winning author, J.C. Burke vividly brings to life a time that those of us 
old enough to live through had probably filed away, and maybe wanted to. For a generation that didn’t live 
through the AIDS epidemic, it brings the fear and uncertainty to life in a sensitive and empathetic way.  A    
fabulously written depiction of Australian life and thoughts at the time that should be remembered and    
discussed by teenagers today.  
 

Best suited to 15+ readers. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb: 

There are two things you need to know about me. The first is that I remember life by what I was wearing. The 
second is that I think too much… It's the early 1990s and all Gemma can think about is looking perfect for her 
first school formal. Gemma's brother Billy - New York's up and coming hair and make-up artist - has made her 
the ultimate promise: he's returning home especially to 'create magic' on her and two friends for their end-of-
year formal. Gemma's best friend, Andrea, is convinced it'll be their moment to shine; Gemma hopes it's the 
night Ralph will finally notice her… But when Billy arrives home from New York, Gemma's life becomes       
complicated. Her family's been keeping secrets; friendships are forged and broken; and suddenly the length of 
her formal dress is the least of her worries… Set in a time of uncertainty and fear, The Things We Promise is a 
beautifully told novel that sings with emotion, humour and heartbreak.  
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Hotaka: Through My Eyes - Natural Disaster Zones 
By John Heffernan & Edited by Lyn White 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760113766  
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

This is a great new series for younger secondary students that looks at natural disasters and the 
real impact of these disasters on the local communities. 
 

John Heffernan is an ideal Australian author to introduce this series, as he looks at the             
devastation of the March 2011 tsunami in Japan and the events that took place afterwards,    
particularly the meltdown of nuclear reactors in Fukushima Daiichi, and the building of a seawall 
to stop a future tsunami. 
 

The teenage characters are inspiring as they change the community attitudes with their strong 
will. Hotaka’s story is certainly one worth telling, and is one that will be a discussion starter for 
many Year 7 & Year 8 English classes. 
 

I hope this is the first of many in this wonderful new series. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Blurb: 
 

When the tsunami strikes the Japanese seaside town of Omori-wan, the effects are utterly            
devastating. Three years later, much of what happened on that day is still a mystery. As Hotaka sets 
about convincing local performers to appear at the town's upcoming Memorial Concert, he finds 
himself increasingly haunted by memories of best friend, Takeshi, who perished without trace in the 
tsunami. Then his friend Sakura becomes involved in an anti-seawall movement, and all too quickly 
the protest gets serious. As the town and its people struggle to rebuild their lives, can Hotaka piece 
together what happened that day - and let go of the past?  
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Harry Kruize, Born to Lose 
By Paul Collins 
Publisher: Ford Street Publishing 
ISBN 9781925272628  
$17.95 

Lamont Review: 
 

Harry is one of those characters that you just feel for, right from the beginning of the story. He 
seems to have been dealt all the things in a teenage life that could leave you susceptible to a lack 
of hope and self confidence, and that can provide fodder for school bullies. 
 

Told in diary form, Harry’s story is a term long English assignment all about wishes. And his are 
simple - he wants his Mum to go back to normal, to stop seeing the psychologist, to have a dog, to 
have a friend, to stop being used as a punching bag, to be a writer, and to win the annual dog 
race. 
 

We are taken on an emotional journey with Harry, as he documents his life during the 3 months 
of the assignment. His newly formed relationship with the new lodger, Jack, seems to be the    
catalyst for things to start to improve for Harry. But is Jack all that we think? 
 

Boys, in particular, will thoroughly enjoy this book. It leaves the reader with a sense of hope and 
empowerment, and that can only be a good thing for anyone who might be feeling like Harry. 
 

Reviewed by Sam 
 
Teacher Notes are available on our website for this title. www.lamontbooks.com.au. 

Blurb: 

A tale of the acceptance of change and loss; the importance of friends and family, and the uplifting 
strength that comes from hope.  Harry’s mum runs a boarding house for transient old men who are 
down on their luck. To counter his frustration and anger, Harry longs for the companionship of a dog. 
The Annual Gala at school features a dog hurdle race and more than anything in the world, Harry 
would love to enter a dog into that race and win it. Such a win would give him a sense of worth and 
belonging. A new lodger, Jack Ellis, befriends Harry and shares a wealth of outback adventure stories 
featuring dogs with him.   
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See You In The Cosmos 
By Jack Cheng  
Publisher: Penguin 
ISBN 9780141365602  
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Alex is truly remarkable 11 year old who loves space, his mum, his brother, and his dog Carl Sagan, named 
after his astronomer hero. Alex wants to make a recording on his iPod to send into space so that alien life 
forms can understand what happens on earth every day. So Alex goes on a journey from Colorado to New 
Mexico then onto to Las Vegas and ends up in LA. Along the way he meets amazing people who help him 
learn about his family and the secrets his family has been hiding to protect him. 
 
This book is written with each chapter being a recording from his iPod as Alex goes on his life changing     
journey. Alex is truly wonderful character. His motto is honesty in everything, and the new friends he meets 
along the way sometimes struggle with this! Although his new friends are equally interesting and absorbing.  
 
Above all else this is a book about family, love, hope and discovery. It will make you laugh and it will make 
you cry but you will never forget Alex and his wonderful friends, or his unique take on life. 
 
A perfect book for students in lower secondary up who love space, adventure, and characters who are a little 
bit different. 
 
Reviewed by Michelle 
 
 

 

Blurb:  

All eleven-year old Alex wants is to launch his iPod into space. With a series of audio recordings, he will show 
other lifeforms out in the cosmos what life on Earth, his Earth, is really like. 

But for a boy with a long-dead dad, a troubled mum, and a mostly-not-around brother, Alex struggles with the 
big questions. Where do I come from? Who's out there? And, above all, how can I be brave? 

Determined to find the answers, Alex sets out on a remarkable road trip that will turn his whole world upside 
down . . . 
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Frogkisser! 
By Garth Nix 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760293512  
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
Garth Nix takes his writing to an exciting new place in this modern fairy tale, containing many    
classic elements. 
 
Princess Anya already had a stepmother, but when her father died she gained an evil sorcerer step-
stepfather, hell bent on becoming the King of their Kingdom of Trallonia. 
 
So begins Anya’s quest  -  a thrilling adventure, where she gains assistance from many unexpected 
sources, in her attempt to overthrow the evil sorcerer.  But they must act quickly as his power is 
growing! 
 
Filled with many transmogrified characters, boy turned newt, many knights turned into frogs,     
others turning into soldiers, and a group of loyal royal dogs who help rule the kingdom, this story 
has everything a great fairy tale needs (including flying carpets!). 
 
With many humorous moments, this quest is one that will be a journey thoroughly enjoyed by     
readers 12 and older. 
 
Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb:  

Walking dogs. Mischievous wizards. An evil stepstepfather. Loads and loads of toads. Such is the life of a    
Frogkisser… Princess Anya needs to see a wizard about a frog. It's not her frog, it's her sister's. And it's not a 
frog, it's actually a prince. A prince who was once in love with Anya's sister, but has now been turned into a 
frog by their evil step-stepfather. And Anya has made a 'sister promise' that she will find a way to return Prince 
Denholm to human form… So begins an exciting, hilarious, irreverent quest through the Kingdom of Trallonia 
and out the other side, in a fantastical tale for all ages, full of laughs and danger, surprises and delights, and an 
immense population of frogs... 
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This is My Song 
By Richard Yaxley 
Publisher: Omnibus Books/Scholastic 
ISBN 9781760276140  
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
This story spans three generations and three continents and is compelling reading. Rafael is our 
first story, set during WWII. Rafael and his family are sent to Terezin, the horrific Nazi prison,      
because they are Jewish. 
 
Rafael’s daughter Annie is the second story, set in Canada as she struggles with life on the prairie 
and who she really is.  
 
Annie’s son Joe is the final character, and he is growing up in Australia. When his grandfather     
Rafael dies they find out about his early life and struggles.  Joe also finds a song and the link       
between the three generations is complete.  
 
This is beautifully written with the words at times leaping off the page to tug at your heartstrings. 
It also makes you wonder about humans capacity for cruelty. At the same time, you will marvel at 
the beauty to be found in the simplest of things and the inner strength people can find within. 
 
Perfect for both boys and girls, and a great book for discussion, as the characters try and find their 
place in the world. With the interwoven plots, it is easy to find some point in the story to relate to. 
Beautifully crafted, you will find this book very hard to forget. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb:  

This is my blood, this is my song. In the early 1940s in Czechoslovakia, Rafael Ullmann and his family 
are sent to Terezin, the so-called model ghetto for Jewish artists. In the 1970s in Canada, Annie 
Ullmann lives a predictable, lonely life on a prairie with her reclusive father and deaf-dumb mother. 
Thirty years later, in Australia, Joe Hawker is uncertain about himself and his future. Told across 
three continents and time-lines, This Is My Song is a symphony encouraging us to find our own   
music.  
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